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Fig 15-1 —Possible  space   communication   links 
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Since  receiver nolee  fl^j^ire,   antenna gain,   propagation  loes,   «tc.  etre 

variables with frequency,   one must first  Investigate these  factors 

Individually, 

Wo first consider the case of a radio link with one terminal at the 

earth's surface.     In the radio spectrum frequencies below at  least  10 megs- 

oyoles CMI be ruled out because of reflection effects of the earth's 

Ionosphere,  and frequencies above about  50,000 megacycles are generally 

unsuitable because of atmospheric attenuation by oxygen and water vapor. 

This relates to tht factor PL   In Eq.   (15-1).    Thus, on the basis of propa- 

gation loss CODS Ids rat ions alone,  one can restrict the design to frequencies 

between about 10 and ^0-000 megacyclss if one end of the coonrunication link« 

It on the earth's surface.    Other undesirable effects such as the rotation 

of the plane of polarization of waves traversing the ionosphere will fur- 

ther restrict the use  of frequencies  ivailkible unless special antennas 

(such as  the use of circular polarization) are provided to acconanodate 

polarization variations.    If polarization rotation effects axe to be made 

negligibly small,  frequencleo above at least  1000 megacycles must be used, 

(Polaritatlon rotation  is proportional to l/f    and the total electron con- 

tent along the transmission path.)    The   'peculiar'  characteristics,   i.e,, 

the apparent low-frequency modulation on the  signals from the Sputniks can 

be primarily accounted for by rotation of the plane of polarization of the 

waves In the  lonosphert?  and the  spin of the  vehicle. 

It should be pointed out hero  that  If  the  communication  link is 

between two vehicles,  both  of which are beyond the earth's  ionosphere 

(see Fig,  lp-1)  the above dlscusolon  Is not appropriate.    Aa a matter of 

fact,  the communication problem for these  links will  Involve  trade-off 
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conslderatlone between directive  va non-directive  amtennaa,  antenna point- 

ing VB apparatuB neceaBeiry fc • contro1.,  low-frequency va high-frequenoy 

Bourcea and circuit componenta,  and rnlght  in aome  caaea    indicate the use 

of frequenclea much lower than perraitoed when one  terminal of the link It 

on the earth'a aurface.     In auch ayateraa a primary consideration in the 

design will be that of optimizing life for a given system performance level 

and ayatem weight. 

The path attenuation factor,  A , aa uaed In Eq.   (15-1) !• directly 

proportion«! to f .(aee Fig.  15-2),    For an antenna of a given aiie,  the 

antenna gain (G.   or CL )  is proportional also to the  so» are of frequency 

(see Fig.  15-3)«    Thus,   if both receiving and transmitting antenna« «re 

directive,  for antennas of fixed size the higher the frequency of operation 

chosei-   the more the received power for a given transmitter power.    The u»e 

of directive antennas on certain space vehicles will not be very practical 

due  to the problems of keeping the beam directed toward the antenna on the 

earta's  surface.    The design  tradeoff here  is loss of system gain using a 

non-directive antenna versus  the veight,   energy consumption,  and general 

control difficulties of orienting the antenna beam from the apace vehicle 

alwaya toward the earth or receiving antenna.    The  ao-called onnl-directional 

antenna aeema by far the most  likely approach at thla time. 

The noise Improvenent factor  (nif) dependa on  the  type of modulation 

employed.     A general discusHion of  thia  term is beyond the scope of thia 

paper.    For amplitude modulation thiB terra is  zero  (in db) and may be 

aeveral db  in the ens"   of  frequency modulation  if adequate algnal level 1« 

available,  depending on  the  type  of noise  involved.     For the purpoe«  of 

thia paper,   neglecting  this  term haa little effect on the    onoluaiona 

reached. 
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Fig.15-2 — Path  attenuation   between isotropic   antennas 
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Fig.15-3 — Relations between   parabolic   antenna   gain, 
frequency, size,   and   estimated   cost   (steerable beam) 
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below that now reau-.tlng from receiver detector noise,    Theao new dovloe« 

will be much more attractive  for radio astronoray applications where the 

object la to detect such things P.B cosmic and radio star eralsslona.    In 

•pace ooramunlcatlon considerations,  those eralaalons  are naturally undealr- 

abla  Interference or almply another type of noise, 

DESIGN EXAMPLE;    VOICE AND VTDSQ LIJMR LINKS 

Let ua apply our oonclualona to the proolem of dealgnlng a voice 

tranamJaslon circuit between the earth and a apace vehicle near the moon. 

We will arbitrarily aaaurae a bandwidth of 1000 cyclea at a 1000 megacycle 

center frequency, and aaaurae the neceealty of a algnal-to-noiae ratio of 

10 db,    Alao, we will neglect the nolae improvement factor in the analyalu, 

■ luce It will depend on specifying a particular type of modulation. 

At a frequency of 1000 megocyclea, the prouagation loaa due to energy 

abaorption in the medium ahould be in the fractional db range, or negli- 

gible for the earth-moon path.    The path attenuation loaa, A, ,   involvea 

the divergence of energy with distance from a point aource and amounts to 

205 db at 1000 MC. 

The  recelvei' noise power is evaluated from the theoretical thermal 

nolso expression 

P      «    U x 10" ^ ^ receiver bandwidth, (15-2) 

For our caoe,  we  have  assumed that a bandwidth of 1000 cycles  is 

adequate   for voice  transnlsalon.    Thus 

P      -    U x 10"       x 1000    =    U x 10 watts (15-5) 
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Noise figure  (nf) of the  lOOO-megacycle  receiver vlll be close to 

8 db  If VB aasuma the use of present type equipment.    The  queatlon now 

arises as to the noise power radiated from the moon Iteelf,    If we point 

an antenna at the moon;  how much nolae Is received relative to cosmic 

noise?    Some data available on such  problems as this  Indicate noise  tem- 

peratures up to several hundi jd degrees Kelvin In the microwave region. 

The need for more data of this type  is Indicated; }    *aver,   for our parti- 

cular design,   such noise Is not a limiting quantity. 

Summarizing our design wj have 

|    -    10 

•18 
P - '4   X   10 n 

(nf) - 8 ib 

(nif) • 0 by assumption 

P « 0 (due to proper choice of frequency) 
L 

A - 205 db from chart   (Fig.  15-2) 

0-0 (isotropio  transmitting antenna in the  apace venlclo ) 

or 

10 lOg yn    -    205  + 10 + 8 - o - Op - o - o (15-1*) 
1* x 10 

-     ^   - GR 

Thus,  W9  can choose arbitrarily the apace vehicle tranomltted power 

and the earth-based antenna gain  to  satisfy the  above equaJ-ity.    Making 

P    large  Is undaBirr.ble because  of  the energy consumption  factor for the 

space vehicle,   and making G_   large  is undeairable because  of mechanical 

problems In positioning,  difficulties in tracking wlthujry narrow beains, 

cost, etc. 














